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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe an adaptive lossless compression algo- 
rithm for color video sequences utilizing backward adaptive tem- 
poral prediction and an integer wavelet transform. We exploit 
two redundancies in cdor video sequences. specifically spatial and 
temporal redundancies. We show that an adaptive scheme exploit- 
ing the twn redundancies has better compression performance than 
IossIess compression of individual image frames. The result of the 
p~>poscd scheme i s  compared to current video compression algo- 
rithms. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High compression efficiency using lossy compression is achieved 
by sacrificing the quality of thc original video scquence. I n  some 
applications. such as digital cinema. the preservation of the orig- 
inal srqucnce i s  more iniportant than compression efficiency. in 
these applications lossless compression i s  uscd. 

There are three types of redundancies in color video sequences: 
spatial. spectral and tcmporal redundancy. Spatial redundancy ex- 
ists amnng neighboring pixels in a frame, whichcan he used to pre- 
dict pixel values in a Sramc from nearby pixels. The lossless image 
compression algorithm CALlC [I] uses prediction by a nonlinear 
gradient. JPEG-LS [21 uses the MED (Median Edge Detector) pre- 
diction which can dctect edges in neighboring pixels. 

If a sequence is  descrikd by the RGB color space. there are 
redundancies among the three color components. This is referred 
to as spectral redundancy. Carotti [3] decorrelates color compo- 
nents using a differential coding scheme. where two o f  the colors 
are represented by the differences with the reference color. In  the 
JPEG-2000 standard[.ll, a RCT (Reversihlc Color Transform) i s  
used In c o n w t  from RGB to YCrCb color space. 

In lossy compression, blnck based temporal prediction by mo- 
tion compensation pmvidcs very high coding gain where the tech- 
nique decorrelates the frames. The data rate i s  further reduced 
by the quantization o f  the residual error frames. Motion vectors, 
needed to reconstruct the frame, are transmitted as overhead data. 
In lossless compression. the same mntion compensation technique 
can be used to predict pixel values. Several tcchniques utilizing 
temporal coirelation in addition to spatial and spectral correlation 
have previously been descrihed 1.51 [6] [71 L31 [XI. 
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Fig. I. Block Diagram of the Lifting Scheme: the Predict and 
Update Steps. 

The wavelet transform has heen used as a successful toul for 
image and video compression. In lossless compression, the com- 
plete recovery of the original pixel values i s  required. Thus an 
IWT (Integer Wavelet Transform). which maps integer pixels to 
integercocflicicnts, can he used [9] [ IO] .  The I W T  can recover the 
original villucs ofthc image without Inss. The performancc of the 
IWT highly depends on the content of the image and video and the 
wavelet filter used. 

2. INTEGER WAVELET TRANSFORM 

One approach used to construct the IWT (Integer Wavelet Trans- 
form) i s  the use of the lifting scheme (LS) described in [Yl. The 
IWT construction using lifting is  done in the spatial domain. con- 
trary to the frequency domain implementation of a traditional wavelet 
tranaform[l I]. 

The basic idea behind the lifting scheme is  to exploit the cor- 
relation among the pixels. The correlation i s  typically local in 
space and frequency, i.e., adjacent pixels and spatial frequencies 
are more correlated than ones that are far apart[ 121. A typical lift- 
ing scheme cnnsists of the three steps shown in Figure I :  Split. 
Predict and Update. The lifting schcme is invertible. thus no in- 
formation i s  lost. The reconstruction algorithm follows the same 
Structure as the lifting scheme. hut in reverse order. 

The IWTs used in the experimenu are[Y]: 
A S  transform: 

(1) 
d [ n ]  = z(2n + 11 - 2[2n] 
s[n] = 42n] + Ld[n]/2J 

d [ n ]  = 2[2n + I] - Lf(z[Zn] + z[2n + 21) + $1 
44 = 2[2n] + L i ( d [ n  - I] + d [ n ] )  + 

A (2.2) transform: 

(2) 
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A (?+?,?I transform: 

d ( ’ ) [ n ]  = 

d[n]  = 

z[2n + I] - Li(x[2n]  + z[2n + 21) + 41 

d ( ” [ n ]  - L&(-,s[iL - I] + s[n] 
s[n] = x[271] + l ; (d (” [? l  - I] + d ( ” [ n ] )  + 

+s[n + 11 - sjn, + 21) + f J  
(3) 

A (4.4) transform: 

djn] = : c p n  + I] ~ L&(z[2n] + z(2n + 21) 

s[n]  = z[?n] + L&(d[n - I] + d [ 4 )  (4) 
-&(~[2~~-’22]+x[2n+4])+  f J  

-&(d[ra - 21 + d i r t ,  + I]) + 41 

3. NEW ADAPTIVE LOSSLESS VIDEO COMPKESSION 
AIGORITHM 

Figure 2 shows the block diagram ofthe new proposed video en- 
coder. A complete description of this algorithm is presented in 
[61. I f  the video sequcnce is  in the RGR color space, every frame 
of the color video scquence undergoes a RCT (reversible color 
transform) to exploit spectral redundancy. In the ”Integer Wavelet 
Transform Sclector”hlock, the most effective IWT(integer wavelet 
transform), in terms of lowest entropy, fcir each color component is 
determined using the 4 transforms described in the previous Sec- 
tion. One level o f  the selected IWT i s  obtained on the correspond- 
ing color componcnt. The 3 selected IWT IDS. one for each color 
component. for a framc are transmitted to the decoder. Each suh- 
hand i s  partitioned into N x N  blocks. The M E D  (Median Edge 
Detector) rpathl prediction[?] and bocLwmrf orfaprier temporal 
prediction[5] [6] are performed on cach block. A frame buffer 
i s  used to store the previous frame. e l  and e2 arc thc residuals 
from thc spatial prediction and the backward adaptive temporal 
prediction. respectively. In the “Block-Based Adaptive Selector” 
block. the prediction mode between spatial prediction and tempo- 
ral prediction for each hlock is  selccted using the SAD (Sum of 
Absolute Difference). This is  known as “adaptive selection o f  spa- 
tial and temporal prediction” and is  described i n  the next section. 
The block prediction modc is  then transmitted to lhe decoder. No 
side information. for example motion vectors. is transmitted for 
the temporal prediction. 

In the “Subhand Prediclion Mode Selector” block, the subband 
prediction mode i s  dclermined using thc data rate o f  the residuals 
obtained by the adaptive selcction o f  spatial and temporal predic- 
tion and the data rate of the wavelet coefficients. The subband 
prediction mode i s  also transmitted to the decoder. If the data rate 
o f  the wavelet coefficients i s  smaller than that of the residual error, 
we label this as the Direcr Sending mode. In  the Direct Sending 
mode. no information concerning the block prediction mode and 
the residual error i s  transmitted. Instead, the wavelet coefficients 
o f  the subhand are encodcd. The other case i s  known as Prediclion 
mode. In the Predirriorr mode, the residual error and the predic- 
tion mode for each block are transmitted, The above encoding 
procedure i s  repcated without using the IWT. I n  this case, “Sub- 
band” is  replace by “Frame.” In  the “Adap-IWT Selector” block. 
the best approach between using IWT or not using IWT is  deter- 
mined. The “Context-Based Arithmetic Coder‘’ hlock is  used to 
encode the residual error or the wavelet coefficients according to 
the subhand prcdiction mode. 

At  the decoder, the same procedure is  performed in  the reverse 
order to recover the original pixels. The decoding process can he 

Fig. 3. The Neighbor Pixcls of the Current Pixel ~ ( I L ,  U )  Used for 
Spatial Prediction. 

Frame(#-1) Fnmr i 

Fig. 4. The Ncighbor Pixels of the Current Pixel z(u, v) Used for 
Temporal Prediction. 

done much fast than the encoding process since each operation 
mode i s  included in the bitstream. 

3.1. Spatial Decordat ion 

In order to remove spatial redundancy in a frame. predictive coding 
(DPCM) is  used whereby an estimate o f  a pixel is obtained and the 
estimation em)r is  then encodcd. We use the MED(Median Edge 
Dctcctor) predictor as dcscribed by JPEC-1.S [?I. MED can detect 
horizontal and vertical edges by cxainining the left (A). the upper 
(6) and the upper-left (C) neighhors of the current pixel z(u,v) 
as shown in Figure 3. This approach has been shown to be very 
robust across many different types o f  images. The prediction is  the 
following: 

min(A, B )  if C 2 n~oz(A, B )  
*(u ,u )  = n ~ a z ( A ,  B )  if C 5 m i n ( A , B )  ( 5 )  { A + B - C otherwise. 

where *(u,v) is the prediction o f  x(ti;u). The MED predictor 
always selecL5 either the hest or the second-best predictor among 
the three candidate predictors. 

3.2. Tempordl Decorrrlation 

Temporal prediction removes redundancies between frames. In  
lossy compression, block based temporal prediction by motion 
compensation pmvides very high coding gain. Motion vectors. 
needed to reconstruct the frame, are transmitted as ovcrhead data. 
Motion information i s  used in a slightly different manner in our 
method. To predict the motion from Frame i - I to Frame i we di- 
vide the subband to be predicted into non-overlapping 2 x 2 blocks. 
In  Figure 4 the shaded 2 x 2 block in Frame i i s  the block needed 
tu be encoded using motion prediction based on knowing the pre- 
vious Frame i - I and other blocks in Frame i .  This block wi l l  be 
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Fig. 2. Block Diagram of the Proposed I.ossless Video Encoder. 
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Fig. 5. Block Search for Tenipral Prediction with Search Range 
A'/. 

known as the "current hlock." The regiiin used for the prediction 
consists ofall the pixels except the shaded pixels of Frame i shown 
in Figure 4. This is  denoted as the "terget window." Thus the target 
window is  a causal neighhorhood of the current block. The pixels 
o f  the target window are known to both the encoder and decoder. 

The motion search is  performed as shown in Figure 5. The 
goal is  to mntch the current target window from Fnme i with a 
similarly drlined targel window in Frame i - 1. For the work re- 
ported here: the search region for the hest mash i s  regions defined 
by the search ranges 0, 2 ,  4 and h pixels that hound the target win- 
daw in Frnme i ~ 1. The SAD (Sum of  Absolute Difference) is  
obtained between the current target window from Frame i and the 
reference target window from Frame i - 1 for a11 the hlocks in lhe 
scarch region as shown in Figure 5. Specifically for the current 
block (Z(U + s, U + t ) l s ,  1 € [0, I]}.  the SAD is  defined by the 
following: 

-2  1 

SAD,,(m,,n) = 1 1 I ~ ( ~ ~ + i , u + . j ) - - ( m + i , n + j ) / +  

(6 )  
i = - ,  j = - 1  

L - *  1 c Iz(7G +z,v + j )  - U(1" + i , n ,  +?)I,  
*=o j = - 2  

where m t [u-M. u+M], n E [v-M, v+M1 and M is the search 

range. 

following: 
Indices k and 1 with the minimum SAD are obtained hy the 

k = nrgmir~,,,SAD,,,(rrl, n )  (7) 

1 = nrgin(n,,SAD,,,(m,~~) 
The prediction, 5, of the current block is  then determined by 

the target window with the smilllcst error. Thcrefore the predicted 
block for the c~rrent block i s  the following: 

?(U + 8, U + t )  = g ( k  + s , l +  t ) ,  s, t E (0, I] (8) 

The basic assumption i s  that i f  blocks in the target window have 
similar values hetween Frame i and Frame i - I then their corre- 
sponding current block also has similar values as shown in Figure 
4. If the SAD of  non-shadcd pixels between Frnmc i and Frame 
i - 1 i s  minimum in the scarch area. then the shaded pixels in 
Frame i may he well predicted by the shaded pixels in Frame i - 1. 

The residual error is  obtained by the following: 

e ( l L + s , u + t ) = : L ( 1 L + S ; U + t ) ~ ? ( U + . s , U + t ) ,  (9) 

where s.t E [O,I]. This procedure is  repeated for all blocks. The 
above procedure can be applied at the decoder side in the exact 
same way without any side information for the temporal prcdic- 
tion. Thus. it i s  known as brrck~~,arrl-u'iuplive temporal prediction. 

4. ADAPTIVE PREDICTION MODE SELECTION 

If there i s  a great deal o f  motion in the video sequencc, temporal 
prediction does not perform well with respect to compression cf- 
ficiency (data rate). In this case. only spatial prediction i s  used. 
In other cases, temporal prediction may work better than spatial 
prcdiction. The decision whether spatial or temporal prediction i s  
used can be made on a block-by-block hasis. For a given block. 
each prediction technique is  used (spatial and tempural) and the 
SAD (Sum o f  Absolute Difference) between the current and the 
predicted block i s  evaluated. The prediction technique with the 
smaller SAD i s  selected as the prediction technique for that block 
and the prcdiction mode i s  transmitted to the decoder as side in- 
formation. One hit for each block is  needed for the "prediction- 
type'' flag. The overhead o f  sending the side infomation should 
he small. I f  the block size is 16 x 16 the entropy reduction by 
adaptive selection of the prediction mode should compensatc for 
the overhead. 
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If an IWT is used. the above adaptive prediction mink is done 
on each subhand in the wavelet domain. l o  this case. another adap- 
tation step is needed to decide whether the original wavelet coef- 
ficients or the prediction residuals are encoded for each suhband. 
I f  the data rate of the original wnvelrt coellicients is smaller than 
that ofthe prediction residuals obwined by the adaptive prediction 
mode, the wavelet coefficients are encoded and transmitted to the 
decoder. This is known as the Direcr Settdin57 mode. The predic- 
tion residuals and side information are encoded and transmitted. 
otherwise. This is known as the Predicriun mode. Typically the 
LL subband uses thc Predirrion mode and the HL, LH and HH 
subbands use the Direcl Sending mode. This information is also 
transmitted 10 the decoder. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Our lossless video encoder was tested on I3 color video sequences 
in the YUV color space. As a performance measure of the pro- 
posed video encoder. the data rates of the compressed video se- 
quences after using an arithmetic encoder are obtained. In order 
to compare the performance of the proposed encoder. the test se- 
quences are also encoded with the JPEC-LS [2] and the CALK 
[ I  J Inssless image compression techniques. 

In Table I ,  JPEG-L5 and C A L K  represent the data vale of the 
JPEC-LS and CALK compression tcchniques respectively. ADAP 
represents the data rate of the compressed video sequence using 
the proposed algorithm. In the ADAP case, temporal prediction is 
used for macro blocks only if temporal prediction performed better 
than spatial prediction. 

Table I shows the compression results for the YUV sequences 
with the various frame sizes. CALK technique generally shows 
better result than JPEC-LS technique. The proposed algorithm 
shows excellent performance for QClF video sequences. The av- 
erage dam rate reduction from C A L K  to ADAP is 2.76 blp. 0.65 
hip, 1.13 b/p and 1.12 hip. which are 64.1.0 ’70, 13.2 %. 30.8 ’% 
and 18.7 L7a reduclions for the ’Akiyo,’‘ “Carphone.” “Claire” and 
“Coastguard” sequences respectively. This reduction comes from 
the high temporal correlation between successive frames due to 
small amounts of motion in these sequences. 

The“Founwin” sequence is a computer-generated sequencc and 
does not have many changes in consecutive frames. Thus. its com- 
pression performance hy ADAP is very high. The ”Hockcy” se- 
quence contiains very high motion and hence temporal correlation 
between cnnsecutive frames is low. In this case, the contribution of 
temporal prediction is not large. Instead, the use of better spatial 
prediction techniques contributes more to the compression perfor- 
mance. Thus, C A L K  shows better compression performance for 
this sequence since C A L K  exploits spatial prediction more effi- 
ciently than JPEG-IS. For the other sequences, ADAP shows the 
best compression performance. 

6. CONCLUSION 

We presented a new algorithm for lossless video compression. The 
new algorithm incorporates an integer wavelet transform and rc- 
moves temporal redundancy by the backward adaptive temporal 
prediction, Adaptive selection of prediction mode between spatial 
and temporal prediction is used to furthcr improve the compression 
perf~imance. The compression performance of the new algorithm 
is better than that of JPEG-LS and CALIC. 

Table 1. Daw Rates (Bitdpixcl) for the Y U V  Sequences. 
Scquence )I JPEC-LS I CALK I ADAP I 

~~~~ ~ 

7.305 7.145 6.253 
Flowcrgarden 7.128 6.930 6.403 
Football 6.51 I 6.298 6.224 
Riunliain 3.574 3.501 1.136 
Hockcy 11 3.822 1 3.642 I 3.748 
Mobile 11 7.499 1 7.366 I 6.70X 
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